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Art historical scholarship is rooted in analytic and theoretical writing. In keeping with this 
foundation, we will begin a writing practice that makes mindful use of art historical 
methodologies and that builds a critical thinking muscle through the writing of essays that will 
convey important information and understandings as they apply to key works of art discussed in 
class, reading assignments, and other materials. You will be offered multiple assignments to 
choose from that will ask you to write visual analyses of specific works of art, or develop a 
critical response to readings on relevant works and art historical issues.

Marjorie Munsterberg’s website, writingaboutart.org and Laurie Schneider Adam’s “Approaches 
to Art” from Looking at Art at, http://www.theslideprojector.com/ pdffiles/approachestoart.pdf are 
resources that should help you significantly with your writing assignments in this class.

Your instructor is always interested in proposals for subjects to write about. If you have a great 
idea for an essay topic you’d like to pursue, please feel free to propose it at least one week 
before the assignment is due.
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Essay Checklist

To earn full credit on writing assignments, essays should: 

4 to 5 double-spaced pages, 12 pt. font, and 1” margins on all sides;

Identify works of art with artistic attribution, underlined or italicized titles, 
and dates (in that order), when possible;

Attempt to address most questions from the essay prompt;

Include two or more properly formatted Chicago Manual of Style footnote 
citations to at least two different credible, scholarly, college level sources. 
(Works of art should not be cited unless a point is being made concerning 
different versions or installations of the work.);

Present a clear thesis and offer visual and/or scholarly evidence to support 
your claims; and

Offer personal insights that demonstrate thoughtful engagement with the 
subject & reading materials.

http://www.theslideprojector.com/
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AH 200 Point Tally

Earned Points Possible

Class Participation 15%
Contributions to conversation out of 25 points

75 points

Reading Blog Posts out of 25 points

VTLS Report out of 25 points

Writing Assignments 55%
Assignment 1 out of 75 points

275 points

Assignment 2 out of 75 points

Assignment 3 out of 75 points

Group Assignment 1 out of 25 points

Group Assignment 2 out of 25 points

Exams 30%
Exam 1 out of 50 points

150 points

Exam 2 out of 50 points

Final Exam out of 50 points

Sub Total

Extra Credit Maximum 
25 points

Total                                                        out of 500 points
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Grading Rubric

Deficient Minimal/Basic Proficient Advanced

Content and 
Development

Art not identified 
and/or 
unacceptable 
choice of artwork. 
Student did not 
follow assignment 
guidelines.

Art not fully identified: 
Title; culture; date. 
Content is 
incomplete. Utility of 
analyzing formal 
characteristics for 
understanding 
artwork is unclear.

Art fully identified: Title; 
culture; date. Utility of 
analyzing formal 
characteristics for 
understanding artwork 
is expressed.

Art fully identified: 
Title; culture; date. 
Utility of analyzing 
formal characteristics 
for understanding 
artwork is clear.

Analysis

Makes inaccurate 
statements. Does 
not address visual 
images/objects.

Analysis tends to be 
simplistic, superficial, 
or implausible. Formal 
description included 
but vague. Describes 
visual images/objects 
but without formal/
semiotic/ contextual 
analysis.

Analysis is plausible 
and begins to account 
for ambiguity or 
contradictory evidence. 
Clear formal 
description of art to 
support analysis and 
references course 
content. Describes 
visual images/objects 
and provides a 
plausible formal/
semiotic/contextual 
analysis of them.

Analysis is clear, 
nuanced, and 
sophisticated. Clear 
and well-integrated 
formal description of 
art connects to 
analysis and 
references course 
content. Formal/
semiotic / contextual 
analysis of visual 
images/ objects is 
integral to the thesis.

Organization of 
argument  

No discernible 
organization; 
minimal or faulty 
transitions. Student 
either did not 
submit the 
assignment or was 
unable to 
demonstrate 
enough knowledge 
to receive credit for 
the assignment.

Organization and 
structure detract from 
the message of the 
writer. Handout or 
other documentation 
(if required) 
incomplete. 
Paragraphs are 
disjointed and lack 
transition.

Structure is mostly 
clear and easy to 
follow. Handout or 
other documentation (if 
required) is completed. 
Paragraph transitions 
present.

Structure of the paper 
is clear and easy to 
follow. 
 Handout or other 
documentation (if 
required) is 
thoughtfully 
completed. Paragraph 
transitions are logical.

Vocabulary

Vocabulary is not 
appropriate to the 
subject.

Vocabulary choices 
are clear but remain 
prosaic and banal. 
Vocabulary is 
appropriate to the 
subject, but lacks 
precision.

Vocabulary choices 
enhance presentation’s 
effectiveness. Uses art 
historical terms 
effectively and treats 
visual complexity 
appropriately. 

Vocabulary is 
sophisticated and 
appropriate to the 
subject.

Grammar, 
punctuation, 
and spelling

Paper contains 
numerous 
grammatical, 
punctuation, and 
spelling errors. 
Language uses 
jargon or 
conversational 
tone.

Paper contains 
grammatical, 
punctuation and 
spelling errors. 
Language lacks clarity 
or includes the use of 
some jargon or 
conversational tone.

Rules of grammar, 
usage, and 
punctuation are 
followed; spelling is 
correct. 
 Language is clear; 
sentences display 
varied structure.

Rules of grammar, 
usage, and 
punctuation are 
followed; spelling is 
correct. Language is 
clear and precise; 
sentences display 
consistently strong, 
varied structure.
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Class Participation
Students may earn up to 75 participation points by completing the following activities:

• Actively and consistently contributing to in-class discussions and applying theoretical 
ideas to works to earn up to 25 points;

• Reading Blog Reports                                                        Due throughout the semester
Report on at least five assigned readings by outlining three main points or “take aways” 
from the reading. Each post may earn up to 5 participation points which, added together 
are worth up to 25 points.

Posts must correspond to reading due date–posts need to be made during the week the 
reading is due (not all at once, and not at the end of the semester). All posts must be 
made before the last class meeting on May 8.

Reading Reports should offer, in complete sentences and with focused thought, three 
main points or “take aways” from the reading. Please avoid discussing how interesting 
the reading was–the goal is to demonstrate that you read the text, not how much you 
valued the arguments made. Consult the blog on a regular basis to find summaries of 
the required reading. Challenge yourself to discuss points that have not been made in 
previous posts by other students.

• Visual Thinker Lecture Series Report
Due within two weeks of attendance, the VTLS Report may earn up to 25 points.

Please answer the questions on the Art Department’s VTLS form. Copy or photograph 
the form before submitting at the event. Submit your copy or photo to the instructor in 
class, or via Blackboard.

Art History, Art, and Graphic Design majors and minors are asked by the department to 
attend all VTLS events. However, you are only required to report on one VTLS event for 
credit in this class.

Writing Assignments
Students may earn up to 75 points on each of the following three assignments.

Assignment 1            Due Wednesday, February 20

• Explore the Chauvet cave website at http://archeologie.culture.fr/chauvet/en/ . 

How old do archaeologists believe the marks and depictions found in the Chauvet cave 
to be? Briefly describe the process of carbon dating by which experts have dated the 
various drawings, paintings, carvings, and prints made at this site. What is the 
significance of the age of Chauvet cave?

Consider a few of the widely held theories on why early humans created such markings 
and sculptural works inside caves. Utilize information on the recurrence of specific 
animal types represented at Chauvet, as well as other caves from the same period, to 
compare depictions of human forms in the Paleolithic era. Be sure to 
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(continued)
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use appropriate vocabulary to describe stylistic and technical features of the works. 
What meaning has been gleaned from the subjects Paleolithic people considered, and 
the manner that they depicted these subjects?

- or -

• Read http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2013/10/131008-women-handprints-
oldest-neolithic-cave-art/

What evidence do we have that helps us to shape an understanding of who the creators 
were of prehistoric works?

In the article, Virginia Hughes relates a common scenario, “Another researcher recently 
studied the palm-to-thumb ratio of the hand prints and concluded they mostly belonged 
to teenage boys, who, he told NatGeo, often drew their two favorite topics: big powerful 
animals and naked ladies.” 

Why do we customarily assume in the West that artwork from any period was made by a 
male who was creatively inspired? What does the researcher’s conclusion reveal about 
their own cultural biases and assumptions? How might these biases prevent us from 
understanding certain evidence? Identify a specific work from the Paleolithic or Neolithic 
era and discuss the visual causes and physical evidence in the work that indicates or 
suggests who the maker may have been?

- or -

• Compare and contrast the Head of an Akkadian Ruler, c. 2250 - 2200 BCE with the 
statue of Gudea from the Temple of Geshtinanna, c. 2100 BCE. Consider the materials 
used to create these works, as well as their subject matter. What shapes are repeated 
and avoided in these figures? What do the figures’ poses and facial expressions 
suggest? 

Discuss the issue of idealization vs. naturalism, anatomical proportions, size, and 
stylization in relationship to the function and purpose of the object. Are the subjects 
depicted naturalistically, reflecting their real-life appearance, or in an idealized manner, 
to suggest a divine power? How did this depiction serve the function and purpose of the 
object? What meaning is conveyed?

Assignment 2    Due Wednesday, March 27

• Although similar in form, the ziggurat and temple architecture of Mesopotamia contrasts 
a great deal with the mastabas of early dynastic Egypt and the Old Kingdom Great 
Pyramids of Gizeh. What religious purposes did each of these architectural forms (the 
ziggurat and temple vs. mastabas and pyramids) serve? Requiring exorbitant use of 
material and labor resources, why were these structures important to the members of 
their respective societies? What kinds of objects and depictions are found at these 
architectural sites, and what understandings of the purposes of the structures have we 
gleaned from their discovery? Given the particular purpose and function of ziggurats and 
pyramids (including their preceding form, the mastaba) what limitations 
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exist in our understanding of the civilizations that created them? Equally, what ethical 
considerations must we navigate when these sites are excavated, and their associated 
objects put on display?

- or -

• Describe the formal, representational and iconographic characteristics appearing on the 
Palette of King Narmer, c. 3000 - 2920 BCE that remain conventional in Egyptian two-
dimensional art for the following three millennia. 

Choose a Pre-Dynastic or Early Kingdom work that is either sculpted or painted, and 
compare it to a sculpted or painted work made in the Old or New Kingdom. Decipher 
common glyphs and interpret the meanings of each work. What similarities do these 
works have in common with the canon of forms demonstrated in the Palette of King 
Narmer? Consider the longevity of the world view expressed in the three works. What 
geographic, and political circumstances allowed for such consistent and relatively 
unchallenged visual lexicon?

Assignment 3       Due Wednesday, April 24

• Although Roman architecture exhibits both Greek and Etruscan influences, Roman 
builders revolutionized architectural design through the development of concrete, which 
allowed for unprecedented shaping of space through arches. Discuss the disadvantages 
and exceptional qualities of concrete as used by Roman architects through a 
comparison of the Greek Parthenon 447 - 438 BCE, with the Roman Pantheon 118 - 125 
CE. What were the central concerns and focal points for Iktinos and Kallikrates when 
designing the Parthenon. How did the concerns of the architects of the Pantheon differ 
and manifest in differing focal points for the monuments? How was space conceived in 
each monument? How does the handling of space in these buildings reflect the sacred 
functions and world views of the civilizations that built them?

- or -

• Attend a professional exhibition that includes works from the prehistoric period to the 
Middle Ages. The Getty Museum, LACMA, the Fowler Museum, the Huntington 
Museum, the Norton Simon Museum, and the Bowers Museum regularly feature 
exhibitions of prehistoric to medieval works. Plan ahead by checking museum websites 
to be sure that relevant works will be on view when you plan to visit.

Choose one work seen in person and develop a visual analysis. Visual description 
involves communicating what you see and feel when viewing a work of art to a general 
reader who may or may not have experienced the work themselves. Assume that your 
reader has a background in art, but has not seen the work you are discussing in person. 
Begin your description with the basics - let your reader know the artist's name, the title of 
the work (being sure to distinguish the title in your text by italicizing or bolding your font), 
and the date the work was made. Describe what you see, drawing the viewer’s attention 
to key elements (objects, figures, symbols). Discuss the work’s subjects. What are the 
main components, what is represented, who is portrayed, where does the story take 
place? While you may want to keep your visual description concise, 
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remember that you cannot assume that what you are seeing and experiencing is 
universal.

Next, identify important formal elements (shapes, textures, lines, colors, etc.) in the work. 
While this may feel descriptive, what you’re focusing on in this section are the 
qualities and characteristics of compositional elements such as atmospheric 
perspective, asymmetrical balance, irregular rhythm, organic shapes, faint line work, and 
bold color harmonies. The handouts on design and the elements of art from the Getty 
Museum may be helpful. Finally, connect your private experience with the work and its 
visual elements. What meaning do the objects, subjects, and symbols suggest? What 
meaning is conveyed by the work’s form and visual elements? What story is told, or view 
of the world expressed by this work of art?

Please include a photograph of yourself at the museum with your essay.

- or -

Compose a timeline that includes at least ten key historical events (political, cultural and/
or social) from the periods we have studied this semester - Renaissance to early Modern 
periods. Incorporate at least ten important works of art (properly identified) that exemplify 
the artistic concerns of the era. Include concise explanatory text to connect the key 
events with the exemplary works of art you have identified. Your timeline should 
incorporate both text and images. How well you organize this data is one element of 
your grade.

Rather than consider all of the history we have studied this semester, you may choose to 
focus on one relevant period. The interactive timeline, The Top 50 Works of Modern Art 
on artstory.org provides an excellent model. 

Please provide a CMS Bibliography to cite at least two credible sources of information 
you consulted while developing your timeline. This can be printed, glued to, or follow 
your timeline.

- or -

Find and photograph a building in your immediate environment (on campus, surrounding 
cities, or your home town). The building may be civic or domestic, famous or unknown, 
recently constructed or historic. Find images in your textbook or online of buildings 
constructed from the Renaissance to Modern periods that incorporate similar details, 
decorative programs, floor plans, construction methods, and/or architectural styles. 
Using your photo as the base, create a diagram that outlines the architectural elements 
and their references. Include descriptive text that identifies each element, explains its 
context, and considers its function. Please also include floorpans of at least two 
architectural works in your analysis.

Be creative! A diagram doesn’t have to be two-dimensional - it can be a three-
dimensional model, a Powerpoint presentation or a computer animation. You may 
choose to form small groups of two or three to collaborate on this assignment.
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© 2011 J. Paul Getty Trust

Understanding Formal Analysis

169

Performing Arts in ART

© 2011 J. Paul Getty Trust

Elements of Art
The elements of art are the building blocks used by artists to create a work of art. 

Line is a mark with greater length than width. Lines can be horizontal, vertical, 
or diagonal; straight or curved; thick or thin. 

Shape is a closed line. Shapes can be geometric, like squares and circles; or 
organic, like free-form or natural shapes. Shapes are flat and can express length 
and width. 

Forms are three-dimensional shapes expressing length, width, and depth. Balls, 
cylinders, boxes, and pyramids are forms. 

Space is the area between and around objects. The space around objects is of-
ten called negative space; negative space has shape. Space can also refer to the 
feeling of depth. Real space is three-dimensional; in visual art, when we create 
the feeling or illusion of depth, we call it space. 

Color is light reflected off of objects. Color has three main characteristics: hue 
(the name of the color, such as red, green, blue, etc.), value (how light or dark it 
is), and intensity (how bright or dull it is).  

• White is pure light; black is the absence of light.  
• Primary colors are the only true colors (red, blue, and yellow). All other 

colors are mixes of primary colors.  
• Secondary colors are two primary colors mixed together (green, orange, 

violet). 
• Intermediate colors, sometimes called tertiary colors, are made by mixing 

a primary and secondary color together. Some examples of intermediate 
colors are yellow green, blue green, and blue violet. 

• Complementary colors are located directly across from each other on the 
color wheel (an arrangement of colors along a circular diagram to show 
how they are related to one another). Complementary pairs contrast 
because they share no common colors. For example, red and green are 
complements, because green is made of blue and yellow. When comple-
mentary colors are mixed together, they neutralize each other to make 
brown.

Texture is the surface quality that can be seen and felt. Textures can be rough or 
smooth, soft or hard. Textures do not always feel the way they look; for exam-
ple, a drawing of a porcupine may look prickly, but if you touch the drawing, the 
paper is still smooth. 
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Performing Arts in ART

© 2011 J. Paul Getty Trust

Principles of Design
The principles of design describe the ways that artists use the elements of art in a work of art.

Balance is the distribution of the visual weight of objects, colors, texture, and space. 
If the design was a scale, these elements should be balanced to make a design feel 
stable. In symmetrical balance, the elements used on one side of the design are 
similar to those on the other side; in asymmetrical balance, the sides are different 
but still look balanced. In radial balance, the elements are arranged around a central 
point and may be similar.  

Emphasis is the part of the design that catches the viewer’s attention. Usually the 
artist will make one area stand out by contrasting it with other areas. The area could 
be different in size, color, texture, shape, etc.  

Movement is the path the viewer’s eye takes through the work of art, often to focal 
areas. Such movement can be directed along lines, edges, shape, and color within the 
work of art. 

Pattern is the repeating of an object or symbol all over the work of art. 

Repetition works with pattern to make the work of art seem active. The repetition 
of elements of design creates unity within the work of art. 

Proportion is the feeling of unity created when all parts (sizes, amounts, or number) 
relate well with each other. When drawing the human figure, proportion can refer  
to the size of the head compared to the rest of the body.  

Rhythm is created when one or more elements of design are used repeatedly to 
create a feeling of organized movement. Rhythm creates a mood like music or  
dancing. To keep rhythm exciting and active, variety is essential.

Variety is the use of several elements of design to hold the viewer’s attention and 
to guide the viewer’s eye through and around the work of art. 

Unity is the feeling of harmony between all parts of the work of art, which creates 
a sense of completeness. 
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